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Overview of Colours

American Black

Himalayan Blue

Indian Red

Mountain Rose

Red Deer Mahogany

Stanstead

Barre Grey

Blue Pearl

Coffee Brown

Aurora

Imperial Grey

Jet Black

Multi-colour

Regal Black

Bethel White

Brits / Impala

Dakota Mahogany

Bahama Blue

Imperial Impala

Laurentian Green

Paradiso

Silver Bronze

Black Galaxy 

Cambrian Black

Emerald Pearl

Balmoral

Indian Mahogany

Laurentian Pink

Premium Black

St. Henry Black

Black Pearl

Cat’s Eye 
(Brown)

Fire Flame

As experts in the international sourcing and 
importing of granite, we deliver a vast range 
of colours, finishes and related support 
services to our clients, at prices to suit your 
budget. We pride ourselves on working 

closely with all of our clients to offer a unique 
mix of domestic and globally sourced granite, 
along with our knowhow and expertise honed 
over nine decades, for endless creative 
possibilities.



American Black
Quarry: USA

This domestic material has a stunning effect when used in any 
application, whether it be a memorial or a plaza of cobblestone 
pavers. The dark material is brought to life with its misty effect 
adding an unparalleled beauty to any project. Whether its 
finish is flamed, polished or somewhere in between the subtle 
character makes all the difference!

Balmoral
Quarry: Finland

This beautiful granite is world renowned for its exceptional 
durability. Its usage is varied from cemetery memorials to 
building exteriors and pavers.

Aurora
Quarry: India

With its unmistakable personality this stone stands out as 
one of the most vivacious colours we supply. A melting pot of 
black and orange tones swirling together—this material has 
a personality of its own, making each piece unique. In any 
application this stone displays the unparalleled beauty  
of nature.

Barre Grey
Quarry: Vermont

Our nicest grey available is a consistent fine grain granite 
quarried in a town named after this remarkable stone. A great 
moisture resistant granite, this material has been used in many 
applications from creating iconic buildings from the 1800’s to a 
grey granite of choice for cemetery memorials.

Bahama Blue
Quarry: India

Our darkest blue material is a beautiful material to work with. 
Its rich tones and swirled grain are used to create a stand-
alone masterpiece or collaborate with the plainer granites to 
display its distinctive colour and variegated hues of blue.

Bethel White
Quarry: USA

Being one of the few white granites available around the globe 
makes this colour very special. A lot of white stone is porous 
and softer in density but this white granite is very durable and 
holds a brilliant polish. Its versatility makes it the white granite 
of choice.

Granite Colours A-B



Black Galaxy 
Quarry: India

Pure black with gold flecks, this granite has incredible sparkle 
that catches the slightest glimmer of light.

Brits / Impala
Quarry: South Africa

This dark grey granite quarried in South Africa continues to be 
a very popular material of choice. Its medium-to- fine grain is 
directional creating a very consistent appearance even in large 
sizes.

Black Pearl
Quarry: India

Pure black with gold flecks, this granite has incredible sparkle 
that catches the slightest glimmer of light.

Cambrian Black
Quarry: Quebec, Canada

This black granite can be found in many iconic memorials, 
buildings and streetscapes across North America. Its medium 
grain gives more character and depth than typical fine grain 
black granites and there are no chemicals or additives used to 
darken the stone. When polished its rich tone can be enjoyed 
for generations to come. 

Cat’s Eye (Brown)
Quarry: India

Its name, derived from the distinctive deposits in the stone, 
accurately describes the appearance of this granite. Available 
in brown, it has a beautiful grain that is very consistent.

Blue Pearl
Quarry: Norway

Characterized by its remarkable pearls, this stunning blue 
granite is one of the most unmistakable granites worldwide. 
When polished the “pearls” in the grain stand out beautifully, 
making the stone appear to shimmer from any angle.

B-CGranite Colours



Dakota Mahogany
Quarry: South Dakota

This domestic granite is an exceptional example of the beauty 
that can be found within North America. Its deep consistent 
grain gives an accurate rendition of a mahogany in stone. The 
colour variations that make up this granite create a beautiful 
blend.

Himalayan Blue
Quarry: India

This granite features a beautiful mix of grey and blue with 
accents of orange and brown.

Emerald Pearl
Quarry: Norway

Elegant is the perfect word to describe this beautiful green 
granite. Its dark tones give this granite an unmistakably rich 
character, brought to life by its reflective silver-blue pearls, 
similar to that of Blue Pearl. This granite is extremely durable 
and will display the beauty of nature for centuries to come.

Imperial Grey
Quarry: China

This is one of our most popular grey granites. Its consistent 
grain and affordable price make it a material of choice for a 
variety of uses. Whether the finish is flamed, sawn, polished or 
anything in between, this subtle colour is consistent.

Fire Flame
Quarry: India

The name of this red granite didn’t come from nowhere. The 
character of this granite is very unique, making no two pieces 
the same. The grain of the granite and variegated hues of red 
give the effect of flames dancing across the stone’s surface.

C-IGranite Colours

Coffee Brown
Quarry: India

This is the darkest brown granite that we supply. The deep 
rich tones exemplified in this granite are true to its name and 
comparable to that of coffee. When polished, this large grain 
granite makes beautiful cemetery memorials and outstanding 
landmarks.



Indian Mahogany
Quarry: India

Deep brown in colour with a consistent grain, this granite a 
hard and durable stone ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. 

Laurentian Green
Quarry: Quebec, Canada

This green granite is uniquely distinguished by its pearl-like 
grain structure. It is difficult to find a deep green granite 
that does not fade or oxidize with the elements; however, 
Laurentian Green has a reputation for its timeless beauty and a 
permanent dark green colour.

Indian Red
Quarry: India

This unmistakable red granite is the colour of choice for any 
application requiring a durable red. Its distinct colour creates 
a stunning masterpiece wherever it is used, whether it be 
a cemetery memorial, a civic landmark or an architectural 
project. If you are looking to use a red granite, this material is 
available in large grain or fine grain, ensuring you’ll find exactly 
what you are looking for.

Laurentian Pink
Quarry: Quebec

This light pink colour is a very popular granite. Often used 
for cemetery memorials, this material gives a very delicate 
look and an almost velvet appearance. Its soft pink colour is 
brought to life with a speckled fine grain, which is beautifully 
consistent.

Jet Black
Quarry: India

By far our most popular black granite, this material is used in 
a variety of applications. This dark black granite is quarried 
and handled with precise care. There are no additives used in 
the manufacturing or polishing of this granite—the rich black 
colour is truly natural.

I-LGranite Colours

Imperial Impala
Quarry: China

A great choice for any application needing a dark grey granite. 
Its consistent colour has been used to create beautiful 
memorials and outstanding architectural projects.



Multi-colour
Quarry: India

The name says it all. Multi-colour granite is a beautiful blend of 
a variety of colours. Create unique and eye-catching creations 
with this special stone. 

Red Deer Mahogany
Quarry: Ontario

This medium grain granite consists mainly of brown and 
grey. It is an attractive mahogany granite that has been used 
for the cemetery memorial industry and more recently for 
architectural requirements.

Paradiso
Quarry: India

This material is one-of-a-kind. With its variegated grain and 
distinctive colour this granite always gets attention when used 
in any application. Its mixture of purples, pinks, greys and black 
create a truly remarkable colour.

Regal Black
Quarry: India

Speckled black makes this granite a great option for those 
who prefer a dark stone, but wish to avoid the starkness of  
Jet Black.

Premium Black
Quarry: India

Quarried with precision and handpicked to ensure premium 
quality, this is our best black granite. Its fine grain makes  
it superb for laser etchings and has created stunning  
pieces of art.

M-RGranite Colours

Mountain Rose
Quarry: Ontario

This is a beautiful colour and used many different ways. 
Its medium-to-fine structure of granite creates a notable 
evenness to the material. Used primarily for cemetery 
memorials in the past, it has just begun getting attention for 
material that can be used in architectural applications.



St. Henry Black
Quarry: Quebec, Canada

This is a large grain Black granite, often used for  
architectural projects.

Stanstead
Quarry: Quebec, Canada

Consistent light grey, this granite has  
excellent durability.

SGranite Colours

Silver Bronze
Quarry: India

Dark silvery grey with unique reflectors in the stone when 
polished, Silve Bronze granite shimmers in the sun.  



Email

info@hghgranite.com

Phone

905-627-0993

General Inquiries

451 Ofield Road South  
Dundas 
Ontario 
L9H 5E2

hghgranite.com


